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Altitude is a professional Destination Management Company, Travel Agency and Tour 
Operator based in Bolivia, with offices in La Paz, Uyuni and Sucre. Our professionalism, 
passion, and sustainable projects have made us one of the pioneering travel companies in 
Bolivia and South America. 
With expertise and extensive resources, we specialize in the design and implementation of 
innovative tourist programs customizable to our clients’ needs, guaranteeing our travelers 
quality, comfort and security, and offering an array of services in different fields of tourism, in 
Bolivia, Peru and Patagonia. 
 

In this Brochure you will be able to find some of our top tours from some of our most popular 
destinations; however, bear in mind all our activities can be tailored to suit any requirement 
you may have. 
 

Altitude counts with a dedicated team of Travel Consultants who is available at any time to 
help you plan your own “a la carte” journey, optimized to your preferences to make sure you 
get the most out of every moment. 
 

Start planning unique holidays, fashioned for you and designed around your needs: contact 
us! 
 

Contact info: 
 

  info@altitudealliance.travel  
 

  +591 2452874 
 

  Santa Cruz Street n.265 – La Paz, Bolivia 
 

Connect with us! 
 

   www.facebook.com/altitudeadventuresbolivia 

   www.twitter.com/Altitude_DMC 

  www.instagram.com/altitudetraveldmc  
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SALT FLATS TOUR  - 3 days/2 nights 
 
 
 

The Uyuni Salt Flats –or Salar de Uyuni- is the highlight of any trip to Bolivia, as it represents a 

unique experience, impossible to equal anywhere else in the world. This legendary prehistoric 

lake, called Lago Minchín, went dry between 30,000 to 42,000 years ago, leaving behind the 

most dazzling desert-like landscape of glistening bright-white salt flats, cacti-studded islands and 

rock formations.  

Located in the southwest of Bolivia, the Salt Flats is the largest salt desert in the world. With an 

altitude of 3653 meters above the sea level, denoting a cold desert climate, the area goes 

through two distinct seasons: the dry season (between May and October) and the rainy season 

(between November and April), during which the desert floods creating a natural mirror and a 

one-of-a-kind scenery.  

However, the Salt Flats are not the only treasure this area offers its visitors. This Altiplanic 

region is also home to Andean lagoons inhabited by pink flamingoes, snow-capped volcanoes, 

ancient coral lands, mythical caves used as sacred burial grounds by pre-Inca civilizations, and 

active geysers reaching an altitude of 5000 meters above sea level. 

At Altitude we have taken great care in building a fulfilling package that will allow you to explore 

and discover Bolivia‟s most outstanding destination, while catering to your every need. Placing 

you at the frontier of endless natural beauty, this three-day tour will provide you with an 

unforgettable travel and life experience.  

 

Programme:  
 

Day 1  
 

The tour will start in the town of Uyuni at approximately 10am: depending on your preferences, 

we can pick you up directly from the airport, the bus terminal or your accommodation in Uyuni.   

We will then start the day by visiting the Train Cemetery -an immense train graveyard eroded by 

the salt winds located in the shores of the Salt Flats- continuing towards the indigenous 

community of Colchani to observe the elaboration of iodized salt in its rustic form.  

We then enter to the white deserts in their fullness, driving straight in the middle of the magical 

Salar de Uyuni. Here, we will visit the typical landscapes of extraction, the Piles of Salt; the 

unique “eyes of salt”; and the first salt hotel, now a museum; you will be able to enjoy and 

wonder around the Salt Flats, take perspective and reflection pictures –simply amazing. Lunch 

will later be served in the heart of the Salt Flats, giving you the incredible opportunity of enjoying 

traditional food immersed in this unique white desert. In the afternoon, we will take a short trek 

through the Sajchilla Island, a largely unexplored site scattered by giant cactuses. 

In the evening, we will reach the Coquesa community, at the bottom of the Thunupa Volcano, 

where we will spend the night in a salt hotel after a pleasant evening walk. 
 

Note: upon request, we can add a stargazing tour to observe the night sky upon the white desert, which –

thanks to its high altitude and absence of artificial lights- offers a spectacular view of the stars.  
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Day 2 
 

After breakfast, we will enter once again the Salt Flats to hike through the famous Incahuasi (or 

“Fisherman”) Island, an ancient island of volcanic rock located in the middle of the Salt Flats and 

home to millenary giant cacti. Following is a visit the community of San Juan, natural viewpoint 

to the Ollagüe volcano (still active).  

In the afternoon, we will visit the Cañapa and Hedionda lagoons, home to pink flamingo 

populations. This second day we will stay at the beautiful “Los Flamencos Eco-Hotel”, 

strategically placed along the banks of the Hedionda lagoon, where we can appreciate the three 

varieties of flamingos just a few meters away. 
 

Day 3  
 

This last day starts at 6:30am, in order to enjoy the sunrise and visit other lagoons (Chiarcota, 

Honda and Ramaditas) of the surrounding area. We will then finally enter the National Park 

Eduardo Abaroa –home to the Colored and Green lagoons, geysers and hot springs (where you 

can take a relaxing bath surrounded by the Andean mountains), and the unique Silioli and 

Salvador Dali Deserts. Today we will also pass through the Valley of Rocks to observe the 

astonishing stone tree.  

After lunch, we will start our return back to Uyuni. On the way we will visit the traditional villages 

of Villamar, Villa Alota and Culpina, as well as the mining town of San Cristobal. The tour ends in 

Uyuni at approximately 6.30pm. 
 

Note: upon request, we can arrange for our passengers to be transferred to the town of San 

Pedro de Atacama, Chile. 

 
 

This activity includes the following: 
 

• Transportation on a 4x4 jeep with WiFi on board 
• Skilled Driver  
• 2-night accommodation (shared rooms with private bathrooms and hot showers), wi-fi 
• Meals throughout the tour (3 box lunches, 2 dinners and 2 breakfasts) 
• Sunset Brindis (cup of wine) 
• Oxygen tank and First Aid kit 
 
 

This activity does NOT include the following: 
 

• Private rooms (extra cost of $50 per night) 
• Tour guide in foreign language (upon request) 
• Transportation from/to La Paz (can be arranged) 
• Entrance fees (Incahuasi Island: $4.50 and Eduardo Avaroa National Reserve: $22) 
• Tips and Extras not mentioned in the Programme 
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We advise you to bring the following:  
 

• Warm clothing  
• Sunglasses and sunscreen  
• Water  
• Camera 
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DEATH ROAD TOUR   
 
 
 

The Death Road is one of the most unique activities Bolivia has to offer. Where  else  in the 

world can you cycle from snow-covered Andean Mountains -at an altitude of 4700m- all the way 

down to the entrance of the amazon jungle -at 1300m - in a just a few hours? Internationally 

known for being the highlight of one‟s trip when in South America, this exciting 62 km bike ride 

exposes some of Bolivia‟s most breath-taking landscapes, beautiful mountains and sparkling 

waterfalls. 

 

We say: don‟t just hear about it, experience it yourself! 

 

When experiencing this activity with Altitude you can be sure your enjoyment, comfort and safety 

is what matters to us most.  With a ratio of 1 to 5, our highly skilled English speaking tour guides 

-both First Aid and Rope Rescue trained- accompany you the entire time to ensure you are 

receiving the best quality service.  This includes regularly making sure you are happy with the 

pace; checking that your bike and equipment are intact; and ensuring you have opportunities to 

stop, relax and enjoy the incredible views. 

In addition, as a complimentary service, your tour guides will also take unlimited pictures and 

videos of you and the entire group in all the iconic locations. 

 

We also feel it is important you know all our bikes and equipment reside in our Altitude Biking 

Workshop,  where they are professionally checked on a daily basis  and adjusted  for your ride. 

 

And just to add that cheery  on top: when finally arriving at the Amazon Jungle  you will be given 

a free survivor T-shirt and you will be greeted with a buffet lunch at our partner  hotel, where  

you can jump in the pool and later take  a hot shower.  We know, it is a great way to end your 

day! 

 
 

This activity includes the following: 
• Pick-up and drop-off from and to your La Paz City accommodation 
• Transportation  in a support  vehicle  
• Qualified English-speaking tour guides Mountain bike 
• All equipment 
• Unlimited drinking water  
• Three Snacks and beverages Buffet lunch 
• Access to the Hotel‟s swimming pool  
• Hot shower,  towel and soap  
• Complimentary survivor t-shirt 
• Pictures  and videos from your ride (shared  trough Dropbox and Facebook) 
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This activity does NOT include the following: 
 

 

• Entrance fee to protected area (50bs) 
 

 

We advise you to bring the following:  

 
• Warm clothing  
• Sunscreen  
• Insect repellent 
• Swimming attire 
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JUNGLE & PAMPAS – 5Days/4Nights 
 

 

 

If you are a lover of nature and wildlife, this five-day get-away is guaranteed to give you a 

fulfilling nature experience and offer you a memorable adventure. 
 

Madidi -in the upper Amazon River basin of Bolivia- is the world‟s most bio-diverse National 

Park. With an area region of 18,958 km2, the park ranges from glacier-covered Andean 

Mountains down to the tropical rainforest of the Tuichi River: this paradise deep in 

Rurrenabaque provides a complete and incredible jungle experience.  

Moving onto the Pampas, you will then have the chance to visit a vast area of tropical wetlands 

just on the edge of the Bolivian Amazon: this is a haven for a variety of large animals, including 

anacondas, capybaras, crocodiles, giant black caimans, monkeys, porcupines, toucans, blue 

and yellow macaws, jaguars and the famous pink dolphins. The abundant amount of wildlife you 

get to witness at first hand is truly remarkable!  
 

Our combined Jungle and Pampas tour is specifically designed to provide you with an authentic 

and rich experience! Whether you‟re spotting a jaguar, smelling the scent of rare flower types, 

fishing for piranhas, swimming with pink dolphins or listening out for the chirps of more than 

1,000 bird species, there is no better way to experience Bolivia‟s Amazon than through our 

ecological and cultural combined tour. 
 

Keen to know more about what this combined tour includes? Here is a detailed day-by-day 

breakdown of this memorable experience:  
 

Programme: 
 

DAY 1  

The day starts at 8.30am departing from Rurrenabaque on a motorboat to Madidi National Park. 
Travelling up Beni and Tuichi Rivers, you will have the opportunity to witness the wildlife and 
beautiful landscapes such as the Bala Canyon. At 1:00pm we will arrive at the Madidi Jungle 
Ecolodge, our accommodation for this first day, where we will be served a hearty typical lunch.  
At 3:00pm we will set off on a 3-hour guided hike to observe white-lipped peccary, red howler 
and brown capuchin monkeys, toucans and guans. We will return to our ecolodge just in time for 
dinner at 7.30pm and a restful night in traditional cabins. 
 

DAY 2  

With all our gear packed we will begin a 4-hour trek into the jungle, arriving at Arenalito where 
we will set up camp for the night. In the afternoon we will take a walk to the top of a mountain 
where we can see macaws, parrots and other birds, whilst taking in the beautiful scenery of the 
rainforest. Dinner will be then served at camp. After dinner there is the option of taking another 
short walk to observe armadillos, snakes, monkeys, tapirs and nocturnal birds –and, with some 
luck, hear the roar of a jaguar or puma. 
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DAY 3  

This third day will start as early as 5:00am, just in time to see the sun rise a short walk away. We 
will then return to our camp where breakfast will be served. Afterwards, we will start our activity 
of the day: river rafting! This activity involves building a log water raft and river rafting for about 2 
hours (Please Note: travellers that do not wish to partake in this activity can ride in the motor 
boat). We will finally arrive at the Mashaquipe Ecolodge where we will be served lunch and later 
participate in a group activity of your choice. 

 
DAY 4  

This fourth day starts at 6:00am, when we will have breakfast before returning to Rurrenabaque. 
Upon arriving to Rurrenabaque, around 8.30am, we will immediately leave for Santa Rosa: 
along the way we will have great opportunities to see sloths, anteaters, birds, and other animals. 
Just before lunch, we will take a short boat trip to The Turtles Ecolodge, where we will be 
residing. In the afternoon we will be guided along River Yacuma by boat to look for caimans, 
capybaras, turtles and a number of bird species. We will also have the opportunity to swim with 
the beautifully unique pink dolphins. Finally, in the evening we will return to your ecolodge for 
dinner and a restful night.  
 

DAY 5  

We will start this last day at 5:00am, in order to watch the sunrise and listen to the jungle 
awakening. After breakfast we will go back out on River Yacuma, looking for a good place to 
walk and seek-out anacondas. We will then return to the Ecolodge for lunch and we will finally 
make our way back to Rurrenabaque -where we will arrive around 4.30pm.  
 
 

This activity includes the following: 
 

• Transfers to and from Rurrenabaque Airport 
• Boat transportation  
• Native tour guide (speaks English) 
• Accommodation (traditional cabins with shard or private bathrooms available)  
• All meals including seasonal fruit (breakfast, lunch and dinner)  
• Drinking water at the ecolodge and during meals 
• Rain poncho and rubber boots  
• Mosquito nets  
• Assistance with hotel and flight reservations (if desired) 

 
 

This activity does NOT include the following: 
 

 
• Airline/bus tickets to and from Rurrenabaque 
• Accommodation and meals in Rurrenabaque 
• Soft drinks or alcoholic beverages  
• Other services not considered in the programme 

• Entrances fee 200bs in Pampas and 150bs in Jungle  
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We advise you to bring the following:  
 

• Appropriate clothing and footwear  
• Cap or viser  
• Sunglasses 
• Sunscreen 
• Insect repellent 
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COPACABANA & MOON ISLAND – 2Days/1Night 
 

 
 

Sampaya  is an Aymara community located 18 km from Copacabana, on the shores of the 

Titicaca Lake. This magic village looks as if it was forgotten by time, a testimony of a culture that 

has deep roots to an ancient world. 
 

Across Sampaya, in the lake Titicaca, there is the Moon Island. Legends in Inca mythology refer 

to the island as the location where the gods commanded the rising of the moon. The island 

counts  with several  archeological  sites  dating back to the Inca Empire; in ancient times, the 

Moon Island was in fact home to a temple whose  ruins can still be seen today, and was only 

inhabited by women -the virgins of the Sun. 
 

Keen to know more about what incredible tour? Following you may find the itinerary of this out-

of-time adventure:  
 

Programme: 
 

DAY 1 

We meet at 1pm in Copacabana to head off to the ancient town of Sampaya  (aprox. 1hour 
ride), passing by the shore of the Titicaca lake. We will then take a walk in the wonderful 
Sampaya community, ending the day with a delicious typical Andean dinner. We will pass the 
night in a marvelous hotel decorated in a mixed modern and traditional Aymara fashion. 
 

DAY 2  

After passing the night in the shore of the Titicaca lake -one of the most mystic and wonderful 
places in the world- we will start this second day with a hearty breakfast. 
We will then take a short walk to the pier of Sampaya  to take a boat that will take us to the 
Moon Island. There we will be able to observe the community‟s organization system and 
understand the importance of the female figure in the ancestral cultures while walking through 
the “Warmi Thakhi”, the path of women. We will then arrive at the Temple of the Virgins “Iñac 
Uyu”, all led by local guides. Afterwards we will be able to taste a delicious typical Andean 
snack (Apthapi) while interacting with the locals and learning about their community. At the end 
of this unforgettable experience, our boat will be waiting for us to take us back to Copacabana. 
 
This activity includes the following: 

 

• Transportation  by land Copacabana – Sampaya - Copacabana 
• Transportation  by boat Sampaya – Moon Island - Sampaya 
• Local guide 
• Accommodation 
• Meals (1 lunch, 2 dinners and 1 breakfast). 

 
 

The cost of this tour includes a contribution for the development of the local community. 
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THE CHE GUEVARA ROUTE – 3Days/2Nights 
 
 
 

Ernesto Che Guevara arrived in Bolivia for the first time aged of 24: he firmly believed that 

Bolivia‟s geographical location was ideal to start a revolution, as the country sits in the heart of 

South America, enabling to spread the movement throughout the region. After his militancy in 

Cuba, “el Che” returned to Bolivia, where he was captured by CIA-assisted Bolivian forces and 

summarily executed. 
      

This private Che Guevara tour takes you through time, retracing this iconic figure‟s final steps 

through  the beautiful villages of the Santa Cruz region: the sights visited radiate richness in 

history, propelling a great sense of who Ernesto Che Guevara was and the legendary memories 

he left behind. 

Here at Altitude, we have built a package that offers you an unforgettable experience, while 

guaranteeing you the best service and a personalized attention by our highly experienced, 

knowledgeable and multilingual tour guides. Your enjoyment and satisfaction are what matters 

to us most!  
 

Keen to know more about what you will explore during this tour? Here is a quick breakdown on 

this three-day programme, what is included and what we advise to bring along. 

 

Programme: 
 

DAY 1  

We will start this first day at Santa Cruz, where you will be picked up directly from your 

accommodation and driven to Vallegrande -a small colonial town surrounded by mountains, 

located 2030 meters above sea level. Here we will have the opportunity to visit Che‟s famous 

places: Señor de Malta Hospital, the little museums and the Memorial grounds. In the evening, 

we will return to our hotel, where we will enjoy a hearty dinner and have a restful night. 
 

DAY 2  

We will start this day at 7.30am with a traditional breakfast. Our tour will then continue towards 
La Higuera, where Che Guevara was killed, stopping on the way at Pucará (a typical Bolivian 
village). After lunch, we will head to Quebrada del Churo -the site where Che was injured and 
trapped. In the afternoon, we will make our way back to Vallegrande, visiting the school where el 
Che was executed, finally arriving at our hotel around 7:00pm to enjoy a delicious dinner.  
 

DAY 3  

After breakfast, we will set off to visit Samaipata, an archaeological site and UNESCO World 
Heritage. In the afternoon, we will visit the archaeological museum of Samaipata, home to 
ancient and monumental objects found in the ruins of El Fuerte. We will then begin to make our 
way back to Santa Cruz, stopping at the Cuevas (caves) of Samaipata. We will arrive back in 
Santa Cruz at approximately 7:00pm. 
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This activity includes the following: 
 
•  Private transportation (10 passengers max) 
• Multilingual speaking tour guide (Spanish, English, French, German, Italian and Portuguese) 
• Hotel accommodation  
• All meals (breakfast, lunch and dinner) 
• Snacks  
• All entrance fees  

 
This activity does NOT include the following: 
 

 
• Beverages  
• Extra services not mentioned in the programme 
 
 
 

We advise you to bring the following:  
 

• Warm clothing  
• Comfortable footwear  
• Sunglasses  
• Sunscreen 
• Camera 
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LA PAZ CITY TOUR 
 
 

As the largest city in Bolivia, La Paz has so much culture and diversity to offer its visitors: at 

Altitude, we have designed a walking tour with you in mind that brings to light this city‟s hidden 

gems. 
 

Our half-day walking tour provides you with the perfect opportunity to observe and experience 

the lively nature of La Paz City; wonder through its unique alleys and lively markets; marvel at 

the interesting museums; and finally witness the spectacular city from a birds-eye-view 

perspective as you ride the famous cable car. Throughout the entire time, you will be 

accompanied by a highly skilled bilingual local tour guide, who will be happy to answer any 

question you might have. 

This is undoubtedly a great way to explore this unique city, providing you with an experience you 

won‟t forget! 

 

 

This activity includes the following: 
 
• Tickets to public transportation 
• Highly skilled bilingual tour guide (Spanish and English) 
• Snacks 
• Entrance fees to museums 
 
 

We advise you to bring the following:  
 

• Warm clothing 
• Sunglasses and sunscreen 
• Camera 
• Water 
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CHACALTAYA & MOON VALLEY 
 
 

 

This unique tour combines two of Bolivia‟s most visited touristic attractions. Mount Chacaltaya, 

located just over an hour drive away from the city of La Paz, and Valle de la Luna (“Moon 

Valley”), just 10 km from downtown La Paz.  When in Bolivia, these are sights that have to be 

seen!  
 

Historically known for once being the world‟s highest ski resort, during this activity you will take a 

breath-taking walk to the top of Chacaltaya, where the mountain rests in the clouds at 17,785 

feet (higher than Mount Everest base camp). Here you will be able to enjoy the powerful silence 

of the mountain, accompanied by the spectacular views of Lake Titicaca, Illampu, Sajama, 

Illimani, La Paz and El Alto. 
 

After this incredible adventure on the top of the world, you will be driven to Valle de la Luna 

(Moon Valley), which is said to have been named by astronaut Neil Armstrong, as it lends a view 

like nothing on Earth. Valle de la Luna is a mesmerising maze of canyons and giant spires 

composed of clay and sandstone; the formations were created by the persistent erosion caused 

by the area‟s strong winds and rains. What now remains is a serene setting full of wonder and 

intrigue. In this incredible site, you will be able to walk in a special path through the canyons, 

explore and capture some remarkable pictures. 
 

When experiencing this combined tour via Altitude Adventures we can assure you your 

enjoyment, comfort and safety is what matters to us most.  

Throughout this tour you will be accompanied by a highly skilled bilingual speaking tour guide, 

with a wealth of knowledge and curiosities to share, who will be regularly checking you‟re happy 

with the walking pace and that you have ample opportunities to stop, relax, capture the scenery 

and take in the views. 
 

Keen to book this combined tour? Here is a quick breakdown on what this package includes and 

what we advise to bring along. 

 
 

This activity includes the following: 
 

 Transportation to and from both Chacaltaya and Valle de la Luna  

 Highly skilled bilingual tour guide (Spanish and English) 
 

 

This activity does NOT include the following: 
 

 

 Entrance fees - 30Bs in total (Chacaltaya and Valle de la Luna) 

 Beverages  

 Meals and snacks  
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We advise you to bring the following:  

 

• Warm clothing 
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CHOLITAS WRESTLING 
 
 
Enjoy the crazy, hilarious and unique spectacle of La Paz‟s most unusual attraction! 

 

Inspired by America‟s WWF and Mexico‟s famous Lucha Libre, Cholita Wrestling is a one- of-a-

kind event featuring Bolivian Women battling it out in their spectacular fashion. For so many of 

our travellers, this is one of Bolivia‟s most iconic experiences! 

 

Performing every Sunday and Thursday afternoon for an audience of hundreds, at El Alto‟s 

Multifunctional Centre, you wouldn't want to miss this spectacle. It is totally worth organizing 

your trip around this very day, as this visually striking performance goes above and beyond your 

typical show, breaking down the forth-wall, interacting with its spectators and entertaining you 

from beginning to end. 

 

Facilitated via Altitude Adventures, this excursion delivers you the complete package: 

transportation to and from La Paz city center, VIP seats, a snack, souvenirs, and an English 

speaking assistant who will be with you the entire time to ensure your enjoyment. 

 

Ready to book this unforgettable experience? Here is a breakdown of what‟s included and what 

we advise you to bring along. 

 
 

This activity includes the following: 
 
• Transportation to and from El Alto 
• VIP seats 
• A small snack 
• Souvenirs 
• Entrance fee 
• English speaking assistant 

 

 
We advise you to bring the following:  

 

• Warm clothing 
•  Camera 
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TIWANACU TOUR 
 
 
 

Tiwanaku is a remarkable Pre-Columbian archaeological site that carries significant importance 

in understanding the Inca Empire; recent studies have reported it is over 17,000 years old! A 

visit to Tiwanaku‟s ruins makes an outstanding day trip from La Paz: if you are a lover of 

history, myths and mysteries, when in Bolivia this visit is well worth it.  

 

Originally Tiwanaku was a ritual city, which at its height was home to perhaps 40,000 people -

plus approximately 500,000 people living in the three surrounding valleys. During this guided 

tour you will be talked through its entire history and visit its fascinating museums, which reveal 

ancient treasures and chronicles full of mystery. 

 

Facilitated via Altitude Adventures, this day tour has been specifically designed to provide you 

with an authentic, rich and unforgettable experience! Throughout the entire day, you will be 

accompanied by a highly skilled bilingual tour guide, who carries a wealth of knowledge and 

will be with you the entire time to talk you through all the sights and answer any question you 

may have. 

 

Keen to experience this tour? Here is a breakdown of what‟s included and what we advise you 

bring along: 

 
 

This activity includes the following: 
 

• Transportation to Tiawanaku from your La Paz accommodation 
• Highly skilled bilingual tour guide (Spanish and English) 
 

 

This activity does NOT include the following: 
 

 
• Entrance fee to Tiwanacu (100bs) 
• Meals and beverages 

 
 

We advise you to bring the following:  
 

• Warm clothing 
• Sunglasses 
• Sunscreen 
• Water and snacks 
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SUCRE CITY TOUR –Full Day 
 
 

 

Sucre is unanimously considered Bolivia‟s most beautiful city, as well as the symbolic heart of 
the nation. This city resumes the colonial history of Bolivia from its most ancient origins: a 
glorious ensemble of whitewashed buildings, it is a spruce place that preserves a wealth of 
colonial architecture and historical memories. Founded in 1538 with the name of Ciudad de 
Plata (Silver City) by the Spanish colonial empire, it is here where independence was 
proclaimed, and while La Paz is now the seat of government, Sucre is recognized in the 
Constitution as the nation‟s capital.  
 

Our Full Day tour has been designed to provide you with an ample opportunity to discover the 
amazing wonders offered by this unique colonial city, visiting its most iconic sites: La Recoleta 
(the location where Sucre was founded, from which it is possible to admire all the historic 
center), the museums, the San Francisco Church, the central market and the Liberty House. 
Throughout the entire time, you will be accompanied by a highly skilled bilingual local tour guide, 
who will be happy to answer any question and share with you his pool of historical knowledge. 
This is undeniably a great way to explore this unique city, providing you with an experience we 
guarantee you won‟t forget! 
 

 

This activity includes the following: 
 
• Transportation 
• Experienced tour guide 
• Entrance fee to four museums 
• Lunch 

 
 
This activity does NOT include the following: 
 

 

• Extra meals and beverages  
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POTOSI CITY TOUR – Half Day 
 
 

 

At an altitude of 4090 meters, Potosi is one of the highest cities in the world, as well as one of 

the most historically-rich cities in Bolivia. In 1650, Potosi was the most populated city in the 

world, due to its richness in silver. Potosi lies at the foot of “Cerro Rico” -a mountain popularly 

conceived as being “made of” silver, having been the major supply of silver for Spain during the 

period of the New World Spanish Empire. 

In 1987, Potosi was declared by UNESCO a World Heritage site: in fact, the city has stayed 

intact throughout the centuries, not only in its architecture, but also in the presence of its original 

cultures and ethnicities. 

Its architectural heritage is represented by numerous colonial buildings such as the gothic 

Cathedral, the “Casa de la Moneda”, one of the most outstanding civil buildings in Latin America 

preserving important colonial archives, as well as the beautiful San Francisco Church. 
 

Our half-day tour has been specifically designed to provide you with the perfect opportunity to 

discover the amazing wonders offered by this unique colonial city, visiting its most iconic sites: 

the Cathedral, historic streets such as Sucre and Nogales, San Francisco Church, Arco de 

Cobija, the city‟s museums (to choose between San Francisco, Santa Teresa or Casa de la 

Moneda), the Miners‟ Market, and San Lorenzo. 
 

Throughout the entire time, you will be accompanied by a highly skilled bilingual local tour guide, 

who will be happy to answer any question and share with you his pool of historical knowledge. 

This is undeniably a great way to explore this unique city, providing you with an experience we 

guarantee you won‟t forget! 
 

 

This activity includes the following: 
 
• Transportation 
• Experienced tour guide 
• Entrance fee to one museum 

 
 
This activity does NOT include the following: 
 

 

• Meals and beverages  
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POTOSI MINES’ TOUR 
 
 

 

Potosí was founded as a mining town in 1546, while Bolivia was still part of the Viceroyalty of 

Peru. Over the next 200 years, more than 40,000 tons of silver were shipped out of the town, 

making the Spanish Empire one of the richest the world had ever seen. The city lies at the foot 

of “Cerro Rico” -a mountain popularly conceived as being “made of” silver, having been the 

major supply of silver for Spain during the period of the New World Spanish Empire. By 1650, 

Potosi had become the most populated city in the world.  
 

This half-day tour has been specifically designed to provide you with a unique opportunity to 

discover the mysteries and history of Potosi‟s mines; throughout the tour, you will be able to visit 

the Mining Market and the Mineral Refining Plant, where you can observe the process of 

refinement and separation of minerals; we will later stop at a lookout point, and visit a Mine 

where we will learn about the beliefs and histories related to the mining culture, as well as 

descent three levels to observe the miners‟ workplace.  

Throughout the entire time, you will be accompanied by a highly skilled bilingual local tour guide, 

who will be happy to answer any question and share with you his pool of historical knowledge. 

This is undeniably a great way to explore this unique city, providing you with an experience we 

guarantee you won‟t forget! 
 

 

This activity includes the following: 
 
• Transportation 
• Experienced tour guide + one assistant per group 
• Safety equipment (boots, pants, jacket, helmet and lamp) 

 
 
This activity does NOT include the following: 
 

 

• Meals and beverages  
• Dust masks 

• Tips and extras not mentioned 
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HUAYNA POTOSI – 3Days/2Nights 
 
 
 
      
Huayna Potosi is the highest accessible mountain of the Cordillera Real, located  just 25 km 

away from the city of La Paz. This is Bolivia‟s most popular major peak because of its imposing 

beauty,  as well as the fact that it is 88 m over the magic 6000 m figure. 
 

Huayna Potosi‟s appeal is also due to the fact that, with a competent guide and proper  technical 

equipment,  it can be climbed by be- ginners.  But watch: fit beginners!  In fact, the mountain is 

quite steep towards the end and it is a tough climb. 
 

Keen to know more about what this combined tour includes? Here is a detailed day-by-day 

breakdown of this memorable experience:  

 

Programme: 
 

DAY 1  

We meet at 8:30 am and head off to the refuge “Zongo  Pass” by shared transportation. From 
there, we will trek for about  an hour and a half to arrive at Huayna Potosi  (Base  Camp) at 

4.700  m. We will then have a warm lunch, and afterwards start  another  40minutes trek until 
the old glacier to practice  climbing, later returning to the base  camp to spend  the night. 
 

DAY 2  

After breakfast, we start our trek along the Zongo dam until the trailhead located  at the top, 

continuing along a hillside. After 4 hours of trekking we will be arriving at the High Camp (5100 
m), where we will have an early dinner and renew energies to prepare  for the last day. This 

camp sits on a plain at the bottom of the steep slope of ice which we will scale  the next day. 
 

DAY 3  

This day we begin the climb at 1:00 am. We depart with lit lanterns,  and climb for 5-6 hours to 
finally reach the summit of Huayna Potosi  (6.088  m) in time to witness  the break of dawn. 

From here,  we will appreciate the wonderful view of the highlands of the Cordillera Real and 
the Titicaca Lake. Finally, after some time to relax and renew  energies, we will make our 

descend to the base  camp and take the vehicle back to the city. We will get back mid to late 
afternoon. 

 
This activity includes the following: 
 
•  Transportation La Paz – Refuge – La Paz 
• Experienced Mountain Tour Guide (one every two passengers) 
• All meals (breakfast, lunch and dinner) 
• Full Mountain equipment 
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This activity does NOT include the following: 
 

 
• Entrance fee (20bs.) 
 
 

We advise you to bring the following:  
 

• Warm clothing  
• Sunglasses  
• Sunscreen 
• Backpack (small and big) 
• Headlamp 
• Water & snack 
• Toilet paper 
• Altitude pills 
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EL CHORO TREK – 3Days/2Nights 
 
 
 

El Choro is one of Bolivia‟s most popular downhill treks, as it doesn‟t require any previous 

trekking experience, while offering a truly remarkable variety of landscapes and spectacular 

views!  
 

This mesmerising three-day trek begins at La Cumbre -a spectacular site surrounded by Andean 

Mountains- and will take you up to an altitude of 4859m before descending 3250 meters into the 

subtropical vegetation of the Yungas. The tour will then end in Chairo, the entrance into Bolivia‟s 

rain forest.  

Along this 57 km trek you will experience stunning views, notice a warm change in climate and 

witness an abundant amount of natural beauty including; citrus and banana trees, coffee and 

coca plantations, colorful birds, butterflies, sparkling waterfalls and -if you are lucky- even a 

Spectacled Bear.If you love nature and camping outdoors this trek is perfect for you! 
 

Here at Altitude we want you to know this trek has been specifically designed to provide you with 

an authentic, safe and rich experience. We recognize its environment can be challenging, 

especially considering the climate and living facilities; we have however worked extremely hard 

in designing a package that offers you the very best under what may be considered difficult 

conditions. Throughout this tour you will be accompanied by a highly skilled bilingual tour guide, 

who will be with you the entire time, prioritizing your comfort, safety and most importantly 

enjoyment. 
 

Keen to know more about what this three-day trek includes? Here is a detailed day-by-day 

breakdown. 
 

Programme: 
 

DAY 1  

We will pick you up directly from your accommodation in La Paz, and drive you to La Cumbre, at 

an altitude of 4770 meters. The trek then begins upwhill to reach the Apacheta Pass at 4859 

meters. We will then start a spectacular 7-hour decent, which will pass through Chukura, a small 

village where we will have lunch. In the late afternoon we will arrive at Challapampa campsite, at 

2800 meters, where  we will enjoy a warm dinner and spend the night. 

 

DAY 2  

We will start the day trekking through one of the few untouched cloud forests left in Bolivia, a 

protected area in the Cotapata National Park. The trek then descends through narrow valleys 

where you will be able to see more incredible cloud forest trees, colorful birds and butterflies. 

After approximately 7 hour descent we will arrive at San Francisco campsite, where we will 

spend the night camping. 
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DAY 3  

This third day trek will take us to the Rio Coscapa Valley, where the landscapes have an 

abundance of vegetation and bird life. We will walk downhill through this spectacular 

environment for approximately 6-7 hours, finally arriving at Chairo -at 1400m- in the afternoon. 

From here you can either return to La Paz or get a transfer to Coroico to spend the night. 

 
 
This activity includes the following: 
 
• Transportation to and from your La Paz City hotel or hostel 
•  Entrance fees 
• Highly skilled bilingual tour guide (Spanish and English) 
• All meals (breakfast, lunch and dinner) 
• Quality tents 
• Sleeping bags 
• Sleeping mattress 
•  Water and snacks 
•  First aid kit 
 
 

This activity does NOT include the following: 
 

 
• Walking Sticks 
• Porter (available upon request) 
 
 

We advise you to bring the following:  
 

• Warm clothing 
• Waterproof jacket 
• Trekking boots 
• Sunglasses 
• Sunscreen 
• Insect repellent 
• Photocopy of your passport 
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TAKESI TREK – 3Days/2Nights 
 
 

 

The Takesi Trek is one of Bolivia‟s best and most popular downhill walks through the Andes. 

This fantastic three-day trail consists of a 30 km hike that crosses the Cordillera Real and 

plunges down into the steamy forested valleys of the Yungas, emerging at the village of 

Yanacachi, west of Chulumani. 
 

Also known as Camino del Inca (Inca Trail), the Takesi trek walks across one of the finest 

remaining pre-Columbian paved roads in Bolivia, revealing some of the country‟s ancient history: 

one can only take the time to imagine those who have wondered this very path in earlier and 

forgotten times. Aside from its extraordinary history, stonework and amazing variety of scenery, 

what is great about this road is that it makes the trip incredibly accessible without taking away its 

adventurous quality. 

Along the way you will enjoy the spectacular views of the Mururata Peak, abandoned mines, 

cascading rivers, spectacular lagoons, waterfalls and quaint villages. 
 

At Altitude, we have specifically designed this tour to provide you with an authentic, safe and 

rich experience! Throughout the entire time you will be accompanied by a highly skilled bilingual 

tour guide, who will put at your disposal a wealth of knowledge and experience, and will prioritize 

your comfort, safety and enjoyment. 
 

Keen to know more about this three-day trek? Here is a detailed day-by-day breakdown. 
 

Programme: 
 

DAY 1  

You will be picked up directly at your accommodation in La Paz, and driven through the Illimani 

road. Your trek will begin at San Francisco Mine, trekking approximately 2 hours through the 

pre-Inca trails and arriving at the Apacheta high pass, at 4700m, from where you will be able to 

see the spectacular views of the Mururata peak and distant cloud forests in the lowland valleys. 

We will then trek past abandoned mines and high-Andean lagoons, to finally arrive at the 

picturesque river of Takesi at 3580m. We will spend the night at Puente Takesi in stone cabins, 

after enjoying a hearty warm dinner. 

 

DAY 2  

This second day we will begin our decent to the Bolivian Yungas, following the Takesi River: this 
trail borders the Quimsa Chata Hill, where the pre-Columbian trail disappears. We will also come 
across small villages along the way, such as Kakapi (2800m) and an old cattle ranch which used 
to control the valley during the colony. In the afternoon, we will arrive at Chojlla, where the pre-
Columbian trail reappears, and not far off is the Chojlla Mine (2270m). Passed the mining area, 
we will head to accommodation for the night where dinner will be served. 
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DAY 3  

This last day we will witness more incredible views of the Takesi River and valleys, walking to 
Yanacachi -one of Bolivia‟s oldest and most important towns during the colonial trading of coca 
leaves and subtropical crops. After a final lunch break we will make our back to La Paz. 
 
 

This activity includes the following: 
 
• Transportation to and from La Paz 
• Highly skilled bilingual tour guides (Spanish and English) 
• All meals (breakfast, lunch and dinner) 
• Accommodation in „stone cabins‟ 
• Sleeping mattress 
• Mountain climbing equipment (crampons/harness/ropes and ice axes) 
• Plastic boots 

• Waterproof trousers and jacket 
• Water and snacks 
 
 

This activity does NOT include the following: 
 

 
• Mountain sleeping bags (rentable) 
• Backpack (25 liters minimum) 
 
 

We advise you to bring the following:  
 

• Warm clothing 
• Trekking boots 
• Hat and gloves 
• Sunglasses 
• Sunscreen 
• Headlamp 
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CONDORIRI – Full Day 
 
 

 

This is a great one-day option for those travelers with little time who still wish to experience the 

beauty of Bolivia‟s Andean landscapes. The exceptional “Tuni Condoriri” Mountain offers in fact 

isolated landscapes with spotless lakes and fascinating Andean fauna like gulls, Andean geese 

and wild ducks.  
 

This trek ascends completely solitary mountains, where you can experience the complete 

silence of the mountains with the only exception of llamas passing. The melting ice creates small 

trickles that eventually wind their way down to Lake Titicaca. While on the trek, you will enjoy the 

company of numerous llamas, occasional alpacas and many smaller animals such as viscachas, 

lizards, ibises and gulls. 
 

The trek begins at an altitude of 4300 m: a 3-hours trekking takes us to an altitude of 4,600m, 

where you can enjoy an impressive view of the snow-covered Tuni Condoriri Mountain (5.648m). 

After a relaxing break and a hearty lunch, we will trek back two and a half hours to the “Plaza de 

Llamas”, where our transportation will be waiting for us to take us back to La Paz. 

 

Built with you in mind, we at Altitude have worked extremely hard in designing a package that 

offers you the very best of this incredible tour, prioritizing your safety and ensuring you have the 

best and most memorable experience. 
 

 

This activity includes the following: 
 
• Professional Trekking guide   
• Lunch 
• Transportation from and to La Paz 

 
 
 

This activity does NOT include the following: 
 

 
• Entrance fees (15bs.) 

 
 

We advise you to bring the following:  
 

• Water (we recommend to bring 2+ liters of water) 
• Snacks 
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LLAMA TREK – 15 Days 
 
 

 

This incredible 15-days trek will take us through some of the most beautiful landscapes and 

most representative archaeological sites of Bolivia, thus representing an extraordinary 

opportunity to discover both the Bolivian culture and the unique views offered by the Andean 

environment. 
 

During these 15 days, we must be prepared for all the weather conditions: hot and sunny; hail 

and rain; and cold snow. We will be passing pristine Andean lakes, walking through Inca trails, 

and crossing beautiful valleys with countless condors, llamas and alpacas. On clear nights, the 

Milky Way and southern constellations can be seen with astonishing clarity, offering us 

incredible views and a unique life experience. 

We will have available llamas to carry all the supplies for us on this trip; however, this is still a 

demanding trek and it is advisable to be in good shape for the hike. 
 

Keen to know more about this three-day trek? Here is a detailed day-by-day breakdown. 

 

Programme: 
 

DAY 1  La Paz – Tiwanacu – Copacabana 
This first day starts with an early departure to visit Tiwanacu, considered to be the most 
important ancient civilization from the pre-Colombian period. Here we will visit the most 
representative archaeological sites, such as the Akhapana pyramid, the semi-subterranean 
temple adorned with transfixed limestone sculptures, and the local museums. In the afternoon 
we will travel towards Copacabana, on the shores of Lake Titikaka, where we spend the night. 
 
DAY 2  Copacabana – Sun Island 
After a hearty breakfast, we will take a boat to visit the Sun Island, on Lake Titikaka. This day we 
will have the chance to take a long trek through this incredible island, discovering the ancient 
ruins and temples dating back to the Inca rule. We will then pass the night in the Island, enjoying 
the sounds of the lake and the view of the night sky incontaminated by artificial lights. 
 
DAY 3  Sun Island – Sorata 
In the morning, we will be transferred by boat to the west the Royal Andean Range. We will 
spend about three hours on the boat, enjoying the incredible views offered by Lake Titikaka, 
before arriving to the harbor where our cook will be waiting for us with a tasty meal. After lunch 
we will board our vehicles to continue to Sorata village, where we will spend our third night. 
 
DAY 4 Sorata – Ancoma 
The fourth day we will ride to the small village of Ancoma: along the way it is possible to observe 
corn plantations, lagoons and scenic mountain landscapes. In Ancoma we will spend our first 
Camping night. 
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DAY 5 Ancoma – Cocoyo 
Today we will start a gentle walk, through which we will observe old gold mines, snow capped 
mountains, and Mt. Hanco Huma; we will also meet natives working in these remote areas once 
used by ancient cultures,. In the afternoon we start hiking downhill to the village of Cocoyo and 
arrive to our camping place. 
 
DAY 6 Cocoyo – Chajolpaya 
This day we will observe the Chiaroco Mountain, and the beautiful valley of Chajolpaya, 
located in a huge plateau divided by a winding river. We will then walk uphill to the Sarani pass 
at 4600m, and in the afternoon we will set up our camp in the splendid nature of Chajolpaya 
valley. 
 
DAY 7 Chajolpaya – Negruni 
After breakfast, we will start walking through a steep trail, hiking to the Negruni pass a 4960m, 
where we will enjoy the incredible view of the glaciers. We will later descend to 4240m, where 
we will set our camping. 
 
DAY 8 Negruni – Lloconi (Also named Chearoco) 

This day we will descend slowly to the wonderful Palca valley, where there are several small 
plateaus. In the afternoon we will walk along Chiquini‟s River, at an average altitude of 4000m, 
later engaging in a soft hiking uphill until we finally set up our camp at 4220m. 
 
DAY 9 Lloco Lloconi – Janque lacaya 
This ninth day we will get across two mountains passes, walking near the skirts of the mountain, 
and finally reaching the pass at 4800m, enjoying the beautiful views of the landscape. In the 
afternoon we will arrive at a large grassy plateau, our next camping site (4620m). 
 
DAY 10 Janqu Lacaya – Quta Thiya 
A long traverse will take us to the next valley, where we will see many torrents of water that 
descend forming little lagoons and end in the Quata Thiya Lake. In the afternoon we will get to 
the bottom of a valley protected by granite peaks, and we will set our camp at 4350m. 
 
DAY 11 Leisure Day 
Today we will enjoy the incredible landscapes while taking the day to relax and regain energies: 
a vehicle will meet us with fresh supplies from La Paz. 
 
DAY 12 Quta thiya – Ajuani 
With renewed energies, we will start our hiking up the pass, to later descend to a beautiful area 
where we have some pristine lakes around 4450m. Then we will slantingly ascend to the east of 
the Lake Chiara Khota, in order to reach the pass at 4800m. In the afternoon we will arrive to the 
Ajwani Lake. 
 
DAY 13 Ajwani – Lago Juricota 
Continuing to ascend through a mountainous path, we will cross the pass of 4700m, which will 
allow us to observe the impressive Huayna Potosí,  one of the most spectacular mountains in 
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Bolivia, as well as the closest high mountain to La Paz. We will then descend to find an ideal 
camping site, in the Lagoon Janchallani at 4500m. 
 
DAY 14 Juricota – Tuni – Condoriri 
Today we will see the impressive snow-covered top of the colossus Condoriri, walking near the 
Austria Top, and descend to the base camp of the Tuni Condoriri Lagoon. After 7 hours of long 
walk we will finally find the Chiar Khota at 4600m. 
 
DAY 15 Tuni Condoriri – La Paz 
In this last day of our trekking traverse, we will have an easy and short descend until Plaxa de 
Llamas, where our transport will be waiting for us to take us back to La Paz city. 
 
 

This activity includes the following: 
 
• All mentioned transportation 
• Mentioned hotel/hostel accommodations 
• Professional English speaking guide during the whole expedition 
• 3 fresh and tasty meals per day (continental breakfast, sandwiches for lunch and hot soup and 

mail course in the evening) 
• Camping equipment 
• Dining tent, tables, chairs and communal kitchen utensils 
• Mules and llamas to carry most of the equipment 
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SALT FLATS  - Full Day 
 
 
 

The Salt Flats of Uyuni is by far Bolivia‟s main attraction as it represents a unique experience, 

impossible to equal anywhere else in the world. This legendary prehistoric lake, called Lago 

Minchín, went dry between 30,000 to 42,000 years ago, leaving behind the most dazzling 

desert-like landscape of glistening bright-white salt flats, cacti-studded islands and rock 

formations.  
 

Placing you at the frontier of endless natural beauty, this tour to Uyuni Salt Flats is truly 

astonishing, guaranteeing an unforgettable travel and life experience.  
 

At Altitude we have taken great care in building a fulfilling package that caters to your every 

need, while also leaving you free to roam and explore. For the entire day you will be chauffeured 

in a 4x4 land cruiser by a highly skilled driver and accompanied by an English-speaking tour 

guide. Leading you through all the sights, your tour guide will answer any questions you may 

have whilst prioritizing your comfort, safety and enjoyment. 

 

Programme:  
 

We depart at 10.00 am in Uyuni, where you will be picked up directly from the Bus Terminal or 

your accommodation. We will start the tour by visiting the Train Cemetery: an immense train 

graveyard eroded by the salt winds located in the shores of the Salt Flats. We will continue 

towards the indigenous community of Colchani, observing the elaboration of iodized salt in its 

rustic form. We then enter to the white deserts in their fullness, visiting the typical landscapes of 

extraction, the Piles of Salt; the unique “eyes of salt”; and the first Salt Hotel, now a museum. 

We will finally walk through the famous Incahuasi Island with its millenary giant cacti and breath-

taking views, returning to Uyuni around 6:00pm.  

 

Please Note: Any part of this tour can be modified to meet your needs and requests. 

 

This activity includes the following: 
 
• Transportation 4x4  
• Skilled Driver  
• English-speaking Tour guide 
• Meals: Lunch  

 
This activity does NOT include the following: 
 

 

• Transport from and to La Paz (can be arranged) 
• Entrance fees (30 Bs.) 
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• Transfer to San Pedro de Atacama in Chile (can be arranged) 
• Extras not mentioned in the Programme 

 
 

We advise you to bring the following:  
 

• Warm clothing  
• Sunglasses  
• Sunscreen  
• Water  
• Camera 
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JUNGLE TOUR – 3Days/2Nights 
 
 

 

Located in the upper Amazon River basin of Bolivia, Madidi is the world‟s most bio-diverse 

National Park. With an area of 18‟958 km2, this park ranges from glacier-covered Andean 

Mountains down to the tropical rainforest of the Tuichi River. Known for being part of one of the 

world‟s largest protected areas, this jungle paradise provides a unique three-day get-away, 

taking you deep into Rurrenabaque and providing you with a complete jungle experience.  
 

Here at Altitude we know there is no better way to experience Madidi National Park than through 

one of our ecological and cultural tours.  

Our tours are specifically designed to provide you with an authentic, safe and rich jungle 

experience! During this tour you will enjoy all the beauties this bio-diverse nature park has to 

offer: whether you are spotting a jaguar, smelling the scent of rare flower types, listening out for 

the chirps of more than 1000 bird species or setting up camp in Arenalito, we know this 

experience will be impossible to forget! With a record-breaking number of species and plants, 

mesmerising hikes, unique wildlife, jungle camping, river rafting and an incredibly rich culture 

and history, when visiting Bolivia we believe this is a tour that cannot be missed. 
 

As spectacular as it is, we also recognize the environment can be challenging, especially when 

considering the high temperatures and the living facilities: built with you in mind, we have thus 

worked extremely hard to design a package that offers you the very best under what may be 

considered harsh conditions. In addition, throughout this tour you will be accompanied by a 

highly skilled native tour guide, who will be with you the entire time prioritizing your comfort, 

safety and enjoyment.  
 

Keen to know more about this tour? Here is a detailed breakdown of what to expect: 
 

Programme: 
 

DAY 1  

The tour will start at 8.30am, when we will hop on a motored dugout canoe to ride along Beni 
and Tuichi Rivers; during the ride, we will learn about the community and jungle lifestyle while 
witnessing magnificent views. We will then arrive at the Mashaquipe Ecolodge, where you will be 
welcomed with a refreshing glass of juice and shown your accommodation for the first night. In 
the afternoon we will enjoy a leisurely nature walk along trails specifically designed for animal 
watching, such as monkeys and peccaries. Upon our return to the ecolodge you will have the 
opportunity to take a shower and relax before dinner is served. 
 

DAY 2  

Breakfast will be served at 7.30am. Afterwards, we will begin a 4-hours trek into the jungle, 
arriving at Arenalito where we will set up our camp for the night. Lunch will then be served and 
you will have the opportunity to take a well deserved break. At 3:30pm we will be taken on a 
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walk to observe nesting macaws, parrots and other bird species: this is an amazing sight 
as the birds, scenery, and jungle sounds are phenomenal. In the evening, we will finally 
return to our camp where a hearty dinner will be waiting for us to enjoy.  After dinner 
there is the option of taking another short walk to witness armadillos, snakes, monkeys, 
tapirs and nocturnal birds.  
 

DAY 3  

This final day will start at 5:00am, to watch the sun rise just a short walk away. After 
breakfast, we will start our activity of the day: river rafting! This activity involves building 
a log water raft and river rafting for about 2 hours (Please Note: travellers that do not 
wish to partake in this activity can ride in the motor boat). We will finally arrive at the 
Mashaquipe Ecolodge where we will be served lunch and later make our way back to 
Rurrenabaque, where we will arrive at approximately 4:00pm. 
 
 

This activity includes the following: 
 
• Transfers to and from Rurrenabaque Airport 
• Native tour guide (speaks English) 
• All meals (breakfast, lunch and dinner)  
• Drinking water at the lodge and during meals 
• Two nights accommodation 
• Sleeping bag  
• Sleeping mat 
• Mosquito net 

 
 

This activity does NOT include the following: 
 

 

• Airline/bus tickets to and from Rurrenabaque 
• Entrance fee into Madidi National Park (foreign visitors 125Bs / Bolivian citizens 55Bs) 
• Accommodation and meals in Rurrenabaque 
• Soft drinks or alcoholic beverages  
• Other services not considered in the program 

 
 
 

We advise you to bring the following:  
 

• Appropriate clothing and footwear  
• Cap or viser  
• Sunglasses 
• Sunscreen 
• Insect repellent    
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PAMPAS – 3Days/2Nights 
 
 

 

If you love nature and wildlife, this three-day tour is just for you! Our pampas tour is specifically 

designed to provide you with an authentic, rich and truly unforgettable experience. Whether you 

are spotting a jaguar, fishing for piranhas, swimming with pink dolphins or listening out for the 

chirps of more than 1000 bird species, we guarantee the amount of wildlife you get to witness at 

first hand is truly remarkable!  
 

The Bolivian pampas are a vast area of tropical wetlands on the edge of the Bolivian Amazon, 

just over 400 meters above sea level. It provides a haven for a variety of large animals, 

including: anacondas, capybaras, crocodiles, giant black caimans, monkeys, porcupines, 

toucans, blue and yellow macaws, jaguars and the famous pink dolphins.  

As spectacular as it is, we also recognize the environment can be challenging, especially when 

considering the high temperatures and the living facilities: built with you in mind, we have thus 

worked extremely hard to design a package that offers you the very best under what may be 

considered harsh conditions. In addition, throughout this tour you will be accompanied by a 

highly skilled native tour guide, who will be with you the entire time prioritizing your comfort, 

safety and enjoyment.  
 

Would like to know more about this spectacular tour? Here is a detailed breakdown on the tour 

which we‟re sure will seal the deal! 
 

Programme: 
 

DAY 1  

This first day starts at 8.30am, when we will be driven to the beautiful rural village of Santa 

Rosa. During the drive we will have the opportunity to see sloths, anteaters and birds. We will 

then take a short boat ride to the Turtles Ecolodge, where we will be welcomed with a delicious 

lunch. In the afternoon, we will head to the beautiful Lake Bravo where you can go piranha 

fishing (optional), look out for toucans and watch the magical sunset. Afterwards, we will return 

to the ecolodge for dinner and shortly after take a boat trip to observe the caïmans and other 

nocturnal animals. 

 

DAY 2  

This second day we will take a boat drive along River Yacuma, where we will have the 

opportunity to observe animals such as caimans, capybaras, turtles, pink dolphins, monkeys and 

a number of birds. After lunch, we will finally hop on our boat again to find the perfect place to 

swim with the incredible pink dolphins.  

 

DAY 3  

We will start this last day at 5:00am, in order to watch the sunrise and listen to the jungle 

awakening. After breakfast we will go on a short guided walk to seek-out anacondas. We will 
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then return to the Ecolodge for lunch and we will finally make our way back to Rurrenabaque -

where we will arrive around 4.30pm.  

 
Please Note: This programme may change depending on weather conditions. 
 
 

This activity includes the following: 
 

• Transfers to and from Rurrenabaque Airport 
• Boat transportation  
• Native tour guide (speaks English) 
• Accommodation (traditional cabins with shard or private bathrooms available) 
• All meals including seasonal fruit (breakfast, lunch and dinner)  
• Drinking water at the ecolodge and during meals 
• Rain poncho and rubber boots  
• Sleeping bag  
• Sleeping mat 
• Mosquito nets  
• Assistance with hotel and flight reservations (if desired) 

 
 

 

This activity does NOT include the following: 
 

 
• Airline/bus tickets to and from Rurrenabaque 
• Accommodation and meals in Rurrenabaque 
• Soft drinks or alcoholic beverages  
• Other services not considered in the programme 
 
 

We advise you to bring the following:  
 

• Appropriate clothing and footwear  
• Cap or viser  
• Sunglasses 
• Sunscreen 
• Insect repellent  
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TORO TORO – 3Days/2Nights 
 
 

 

Toro Toro National Park is a protected area in Bolivia situated in the North, at approximately 3-4 

hours away from Cochabamba. The Park has an area of 165,700 km2 and is known to have 

some  of the most  spectacular and diverse  landscapes in the country: in fact, Toro Toro hosts 

diverse  fossils, dinosaur tracks  and bones, deep  canyons, waterfalls and caves. These  

elements make it an area par- ticularly interesting  for paleontologic,  archeological  and cultural 

studies and investigations. 
 

At an altitude of between 2000  and 3000  meters above  sea  level, Toro Toro also counts  with 

canyons  as deep  as 300 meters. With over 1000  species of plants  as well as great  diversity 

in fauna and waterfalls this is the perfect  place  in Bolivia for both nature  and adventure lovers! 
 

At Altitude we have taken  great  care  in building this fulfilling three-day  package that caters to 

your every need,  ensuring you receive  a rich and authentic  experience.  An experienced tour 

guide will always be with the group to escort you around all the si- ghts, constantly  providing 

you with great facts and historical overviews.  Leading you through all the sights,  your tour 

guide will answer any questions you may have whilst prioritizing your comfort, safety  and 

enjoyment. 
 

Keen to know more about this tour? Here is a quick breakdown  on this three-day  programme, 

what‟s included and what we advise to bring along. 
 

 

Programme: 
 

DAY 1  

The tour starts at 9pm in La Paz, where you will take an overnight bus to Toro Toro. At 6am you 

will board your connecting bus to Toro Toro National Park. Along the way you will be able to 

marvel at a number of touristic places  such as: Valle Alto, Tarata and Anzaldo. Breakfast will be 

provided during the drive. You will arrive at Toro Toro National Park at approximately 11am, 

when you will check-in at your accommodation and take a short rest  before  having lunch. 

At 2pm you will take a short ride to the Umajalanta Cave, an amazing site carved by nature 

throughout  millions of years. You will then start an amazing adventure, walking through another  

cave accompanied by some  low crawling and a number of rope descents. We will finally drop 

you off at your accommodation for dinner and a good night rest. 

 

DAY 2  

Breakfast is served at 7.30am.  We will then go and visit the city of Itas, approximately an hour 

and a half away. During our time here we will be able to see  different dinosaur tracks,  bones 

and natural bridges  made out of rock. In the afternoon  we visit the Labyrinth of Giants,  looking 

out from the canyons  and observing  the different rock formations. 
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DAY 3  

Breakfast is served at 8am.   This last day we will visit the El Vergel Canyon,  which still contains  

water and is filled with incongruous  mosses, vines and other tropical vegetation. 

We will then take a short walk down the canyon via a cobbled stairway, where we will find 

different waterholes and waterfalls. We will have lunch at around 2pm and finally return to our 

accommodation to collect our belongings and begin our return to La Paz. 

 
 

This activity includes the following: 
 

• Transportation 
• Local tour guide 
• Accommodation  
• All meals (breakfast, lunch and dinner)  
• Entrance fees 
• All equipment 
 

We advise you to bring the following:  
 

• Appropriate clothing and footwear  
• Trekking boots 
• Sunglasses 
• Sunscreen 
• Camera  
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OVERLAND PROGRAM – 5Days/4Nights 
 
 

 

This five-day tour reveals two of Bolivia‟s most incredible attractions, Sajama National Park and 
the Salt Flats of Uyuni. Sajama National Park is Bolivia‟s oldest national park, lying in the Central 
Andean ecoregion. It features a spectacular Andean landscape, including geological natural 
wonders like volcanoes, diverse organisms, and thermal springs, as well as cultural wonders 
such as ancient burial buildings, cave paintings, and colonial architecture and art. It also 
contains the snowy cone of the volcano Sajama, the highest mountain in Bolivia, with 6542 
meters. Many different indigenous plants and animals are exclusive to this area; therefore, its 
continued conservation is of great ecological importance. 
 

On the other hand, the Salt Flats of Uyuni is by far Bolivia‟s main attraction as it represents a 
unique experience, impossible to equal anywhere else in the world. This legendary prehistoric 
lake, called Lago Minchín, went dry between 30,000 to 42,000 years ago, leaving behind the 
most dazzling desert-like landscape of glistening bright-white salt flats, cacti-studded islands and 
rock formations. 
 

Placing you at the frontier of endless natural beauty, this complete tour is truly astonishing, 
guaranteeing an unforgettable travel and life experience. 
 

Programme: 
 
DAY 1  

We start this incredible adventure leaving the city of La Paz and heading off toward the mystic 
“Altiplano Sur”, taking our first stop  to visit ancient  funeral towers  belonging to the Urus culture. 
We will then have a hearty lunch near the “Desaguadero” River, which formerly connected the 
Salt Flats with Lake Titicaca. 
We will then continue toward the Sajama National Park, where we can take some  optional hikes 
to observe the wonders of this incredible place.  In the evening, watch the sunset in an area full 
of geysers and hot springs. 
 
DAY 2 
After breakfast, we will head South,  taking several  stops to enjoy the typical landscapes of the 
Altiplano, with its wonderful and colored lagoons  and wildlife. We will later stop  by an attractive  
location and enjoy a delicious lunch. 
In the afternoon, we will continue our way to the Coipasa  Salt Flat, the second largest  one in 
the world. Just  before  the end of the afternoon  we will take a stop at the mysterious town 
“Alcaya” home to the ancient Wankarani culture. We will finally arrive to the Uyuni Salt Flats just 
in time to watch the stunning sunset.After dinner, we have the option of taking a walk in the Salt 
Flats to see  the stars and take some  pictures  that will make you think you are in a science 
fiction movie. 
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DAY 3 
After breakfast, we start  our adventure exploring the incredible Salt Flats of Uyuni, where  we 
will be able to take crazy perspective photos  –the ones  Uyuni are famous for! A delicious lunch 
in the middle of a white desert will give us energy  to take a walk through the Incahuasi island, 
famous for its giant cacti and rock formations.  In the evening, we will arrive to our 
accommodation in the Agencha community. 
 
DAY 4 
This day we will visit the “Eduardo  Avaroa”  National Reserve, where  we can see  incredible 
volcanoes, walk along the famous stone tree in the Salvador Dali Desert, and observe 
flamencos in their natural habitat –splendid lagoons of different and vivid colors. 
 
DAY 5 
We will begin this day by heading off the geysers and hot springs,  where the bravest 
passengers can take an unforgettable swim in the middle of this wonderful natural landscape. 
We will finally visit the astonishing Valley of Rocks before  ending our tour back in Uyuni in the 
late afternoon. 

 

This activity includes the following: 
 
• Transportation  on 4x4 and experienced driver 
• All meals and drinking water 
• Professional tour guide 
• Accommodation 

 

This activity does NOT include: 
 
• Entrance fees  to National Parks  
• Additional features not mentioned  in the itinerary 
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BIKING: CHACALTAYA & ZONGO VALLEY 
 
 

 

Located just over an hour drive away from La Paz, when in Bolivia Mount Chacaltaya and Zongo 

Valley are sights that have to be seen and experienced through our combined walking and 

cycling tour! 
 

Known for being the world‟s highest ski resort, this activity will take you to the breath-taking  top 

of Chacaltaya, where the mountain rests in the clouds at 17,785 feet (higher than Mount Everest 

base camp). Here you will be able to enjoy the view of Lake Titicaca, Illampu, Sajama, Illimani, 

La Paz and El Alto. You will then begin your 4300 meters descending bike ride from 

Chacaltaya‟s glacier mountain top all the way down to the beautiful Zongo Valley. The entire 

cycle route is characterized by a variety of ecological levels, picturesque rural dwellings made of 

stone, Indigenous llama farms, colorful lakes and sparkling waterfalls. It is truly a unique downhill 

bike ride that has yet to be matched!  
 

When experiencing this activity with Altitude you can be sure your enjoyment, comfort and safety 

is what matters to us most. With a ratio of 1 to 5, our highly skilled English speaking tour guides, 

both First Aid and Rope Rescue trained, accompany you the entire time to ensure you are 

receiving a high quality service: this includes regularly checking you‟re happy with the pace, your 

bike and equipment are intact and you have ample opportunities to stop, relax and take in the 

incredible views. In addition, as a complimentary service, your tour guides will also take 

unlimited pictures of you and the entire group in all the iconic locations, later sharing them via 

Dropbox. 
 

Here is a quick breakdown on what this package includes and what we advise you to bring 

along.  

 

This activity includes the following: 
 

 Pick-up and drop-off from your La Paz city centre hotel or hostel 

 Qualified tour guides  

 Support vehicle  

 Mountain bike 

 Full equipment: Full-face helmet, gloves, jacket and trousers, elbow and knee pads 

 Unlimited drinking water  

 Snacks 
 Pictures and videos of your ride 

 
 

We advise you to bring the following:  
 

• Extra clothes and footwear 
• Insect repellent  
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• Sunglasses  
• Sunscreen 
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DEATH ROAD BY MOTORCYCLE 
 
 
Motorcycle the world´s most dangerous road! Internationally known for being the highlight of 

one´s trip when in South America, this exciting 62-km motorcycle ride exposes some of Bolivia's 

most breath-taking landscapes, beautiful mountains and sparkling waterfalls. 

 

This is a motorcyclist‟s dream! So, don‟t just hear about it: experience it for yourself!  

 

When experiencing this activity with Altitude, you can be sure your enjoyment, comfort and 

safety is what matters to us most. Our highly skilled and experienced tour guides will accompany 

you the entire time to ensure you are receiving a high quality service; this includes regularly 

checking you are happy with the pace, your motorcycle and equipment are intact and you have 

ample opportunities to stop, relax and take in the incredible views. With a great passion for travel 

and tourism, they are also there to share with you their great insights and knowledge on the 

areas and roads traveled, answering any questions you may have.   

 

Keen to experience this incredible adventure? Here‟s a quick breakdown on what this package 

includes and what we advise to bring along. 

 
 

This activity includes the following: 
 
• Experienced tour guide (trained mechanic with basic English) 
• Motorcycle 
• Full equipment: Helmet, Gloves, Jacket, Chest protection and Knee pads 
• SOAT Insurance  
• Complimentary branded T-shirt  

 

Requirements: International Motorcycle License  
 

 
We advise you to bring the following:  
 

 
• Warm clothes 
• Boots  
• Sunglasses 
• Sunscreen 
• Insect repellent 
• Water 
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VERTICAL ROUTE 
 

 

Located only 2 hours away from La Paz, the vertical route is the highest and most unique zip 

line in the world! Providing incredible thrills, if you have a love for outdoors and extreme 

adventures, this tour is perfect for you.  

 

This exciting circuit begins with a 15 meter descent, that starts at around 30 meters: secured to 

a steel cable, you will fly through the beautiful high mountains and rainforest jungle, whilst taking 

in all the spectacular views. 

Facilitated via Altitude, we know this tour will provide you with an experience to remember. Your 

security is important to us: all activities are lead by highly skilled instructors, who guide you 

through the entire experience, ensuring you are feeling comfortable at all time. Your comfort and 

enjoyment is what matters to us most!  

 

Keen to book this one-of-a-kind zip line? Here is a quick breakdown on what this package 

includes and what we advise to bring along: 

 
This activity includes the following: 
 
• Private transportation to and from La Paz 
• Professional bilingual instructors (Spanish and English)   
• Certified equipment  
• Lunch box (vegetarian option available upon request) 
• Bottled water  
 
 

We advise you to bring the following:  
 

• Extra clothing  
• Extra pair of shoes  
• Sunglasses  
• Sunscreen  
• Insect repellent 
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HORSEBACK RIDING 
 

 

This spectacular horse riding trail is certainly a great activity to experience when in La Paz, as it 

provides a unique opportunity to enjoy the breathtaking views of the Muela del Diablo and its 

surrounding scenery.  
 

Muela del Diablo (“Devil‟s Tooth”) is an iconic volcanic rock formation located approximately 30 

minutes south of La Paz, a must-see if you have some time in the city! Suitable for all skill levels, 

this tour does not require you to have previous riding, as we have horses suitable for all -

including ponies for the younger generations! 
 

Facilitated via Altitude, this tour has been designed to provide you with an unforgettable city get-

away, enabling you to experience the outdoors and gain new impressions of Bolivia and the 

neighboring areas of La Paz. During this activity, you will be accompanied by an experienced 

tour guide, who possesses a wealth of knowledge on the areas you will explore and will be with 

you the entire time to ensure your comfort, safety and enjoyment. 
 

Ready to hop on? Here is a breakdown of this tour includes and what we advise you to bring 

along. 
 

 

This activity includes the following: 
 

 Transportation to and from your La Paz City center hotel or hostel 

 Experienced tour guide (Basic English) 

 Riding hat 

 Suitable horse 
 
  

This activity does NOT include the following: 
 

 

• Travel insurance 
• Meals and beverages 

 

 

We advise you to bring the following:  
 

• Warm clothing 
• Comfortable footwear 
• Water 
• Snacks 
• Sunglasses 
• Sunscreen 
• Insect repellent 
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ALTITUDE GOLFING 
 
 

 

At an altitude of 3318 meters, when in Bolivia why not golf at the world‟s highest and most 

scenic golf club? The views are just incredible! 

To quote a golf blogger in his recent article “You could say I just had a great round of golf, but 

that would be a lie: I just had an amazing life experience.” 

 

Located only 30 minutes south of La Paz City, this golf club has so much to offer in its character 

and design: with small connecting bridges between cliffs and a large number of water hazards, 

you will be marveled by the view and the great attention to detail. The grounds cover over 6879 

yards for the gents and 5613 yards for the ladies. 

 

Whether you are a golf lover or just a curious adventurer, this is a unique activity worth 

experiencing when in Bolivia! 

Here at Altitude Adventures we have designed a complete package to provide you with 

everything you need to enjoy this experience at its fullest, including transportation and full 

equipment.  

 

Keen to get golfing? Here is a breakdown of what is included and what we advise you bring 

along. 
 

 

This activity includes the following: 
 

 Transportation to and from your La Paz City center hotel or hostel (at least two people) 

 18 holes 

 All equipment 
 

 
 

We advise you to bring the following:  
 

 Warm clothing 

 Sunglasses 

 Sunscreen 

 Cap or visor 
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PARAGLIDING 
 
 

 

Paragliding in general is an exhilarating experience, but doing it in Bolivia is truly something 

else! This half-day activity will blow your mind with the amazing views and landscapes of La Paz 

and its neighbouring areas, the snowy Mururata and the famous Illimani.  
 

What‟s also great about this activity is that no previous experience or skills are required: all you 

need to know how to do is sit down and enjoy the ride.  

This exciting tour starts at 7.30am, when you will be picked up from a designated pick-up point 

and driven to the perfect paragliding location. Here you will be set-up with all your gear and 

given the important instructions required: your flight will then take off lasting between 10 to 20 

minutes.  

This activity is lead by a highly skilled experienced pilot and an expert instructor who is with you 

the entire time to ensure your comfort, safety and enjoyment.  
 

This is one of our most sought-after tours as it guarantees a truly memorable experience. So 

don‟t forget your camera, as it can be attached to the glider to film your flight!  
 

Keen to get paragliding? Here is a quick breakdown on what this package includes and what we 

advise to bring along: 
 

 

This activity includes the following: 
 
• Transportation to and from the pick up point 
• Experienced pilot  
• Expert instructor  
• All equipment 

 
 

This activity does NOT include the following: 
 

 

• Travel insurance (can be purchased) 
• Pictures or videos 
 
 

We advise you to bring the following:  
 

• Warm clothing 
• Comfortable footwear 
• Water and snacks  
• Sunglasses  
• Sunscreen  
• Camera 
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ILLIMANI QUADBIKE/MOTORCYCLE 
 
 
The Illimani is situated in western Bolivia and is the unmissable beautiful mountain that 

dominates the sky in the background of La Paz. It is the highest mountain in the Cordillera Real 

and the second highest peak in Bolivia after Nevada Sajama. With four main peaks the Illimani is 

a popular ascent for mountain climbers. 
 

Altitude offers you an exhilarating motorcycle or quad bike tour (the choice is yours) which will 

take you into the mountains on an amazing trail leading you straight to the Illimani. This exciting 

drive will take you the perfect spot to enjoy breath-taking views and capture some great pictures. 

You will then return to La Paz via the Sun Valley, an area called Mallasa, revealing more of 

Bolivia‟s most stunning landscapes and regions. 
 

If you are an experienced driver you will find this tour provides a wonderful get-away! 
 

When experiencing this activity with Altitude you can be sure your enjoyment, comfort and safety 

is what matters to us most. Our highly skilled tour guides, trained in mechanics and First Aid, will 

accompany you the entire time to ensure you are receiving a high quality service: this includes 

regularly checking you are happy with the pace, your equipment is intact and you have ample 

opportunities to stop and take in the incredible views. 
 

Keen to book this tour? Here is a quick breakdown on what this package includes and what we 

advise to bring along. 

 

Please Note: this tour is solely for highly experienced riders with an international driver´s 

license. 

 

This activity includes the following: 
 
• Spanish speaking tour guide 
• Quad bike or motorcycle 
• Full equipment: Helmet, Gloves, Jacket, Chest protection (motorcyclists only), Knee pads 
• SOAT Insurance 
• Complimentary branded T-shirt 
 
 

Requirement: 
 

 

• International Driver‟s Licence 
 
 

We advise you to bring the following:  
 

• Warm clothing 
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• Boots 
• Sunglasses 
• Sunscreen 
• Water 
• Snacks 
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Short Program: La Paz & Salt Flats 
5 DAYS / 4 NIGHTS 

 

This incredible 5-days tour will take you from the Andean mountains of La Paz to the spectacular 
salt desert of Uyuni. Through this journey, we will explore together the highest capital and one 
of the new seven wonder cities of the world, along with the magical Salt Flats and the colorful 
lagoons of the Avaroa Reservation, enjoying a unique concentration of the most popular 
attractions of Bolivia and South America. 
 

 
 
 

SUMMARY  
 

DAY 1  ARRIVAL TO LA PAZ  
DAY 2  LA PAZ CITY TOUR / TRANSPORT LA PAZ – UYUNI  
DAY 3  ARRIVE TO UYUNI: VISIT TO THE SALT FLATS 
DAY 4  VISIT TO THE ANDEAN LAGOONS / TRANSPORT UYUNI – LA PAZ  
DAY 5  FLIGHT LA PAZ - HOME 
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ITINERARY  
 

DAY 1 ARRIVAL TO LA PAZ 
 

After arriving to La Paz, we will you transfer you to your hotel, where you can rest 

for the night and prepare for this wonderful Bolivian adventure.  

 
INCLUDES: 

- Transfer from airport / border in Copacabana to Hotel in La Paz 

- Accommodation in La Paz 

Tourist category Superior category De Luxe category 

Hotel Berlina Hotel Nayra Hotel Ritz 
 

 

 

DAY 2 LA PAZ CITY TOUR / TRANSPORT LA PAZ – UYUNI  
 

As one of the seven wonder cities of the world, La Paz has so much culture and 

diversity to offer its visitors: today you will take a walking tour providing you with 

the perfect opportunity to observe and experience the lively nature of La Paz 

City; wonder through its unique alleys and lively markets; and learn about its 

unique culture and traditions. Throughout the entire time, you will be 

accompanied by a highly skilled bilingual local tour guide, who will be happy to 

answer any question you might have. 

This is undoubtedly a great way to explore this unique city, providing you with an 

experience you won’t forget! 

After the tour you will have some free time to explore the city on your own, 

before taking the transportation to Uyuni.  
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INCLUDES: 

- Breakfast 

- Guided city tour  

- Transfer from Hotel to Bus Terminal / Airport 

- Transportation La Paz - Uyuni 

Tourist category Superior category De Luxe category 

 Overnight Bus Flight 

- Accommodation in Uyuni 

De Luxe category 

Jardines de Uyuni 
 

 

 

DAY 3 UYUNI SALT FLATS 
 

The Salt Flats of Uyuni are by far Bolivia’s main attraction as they represent a 

unique experience, impossible to equal anywhere else in the world. This 

legendary prehistoric lake, called Lago Minchín, went dry between 30,000 to 

42,000 years ago, leaving behind the most dazzling desert-like landscape of 

glistening bright-white salt flats, cacti-studded islands and rock formations.  

Placing you at the frontier of endless natural beauty, the next days’ journey will 

provide you with an unforgettable travel and life experience.  

We will start the tour by visiting the Train Cemetery, continuing towards the 

indigenous community of Colchani, observing the elaboration of iodized salt in 

its rustic form. We then enter to the white deserts in their fullness, visiting the 

typical landscapes of extraction, the Piles of Salt and the unique “eyes of salt”. 

We will finally enter the famous Incahuasi Island, a volcanic rock prehistoric 

island scattered by giant cacti, before arriving to your salt hotel to spend the 

night. 
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INCLUDES: 

- Guided tour in the Salt Flats 

- Entrance fee to the Incahuasi Island 

- Box lunch and dinner (breakfast only for the DE LUXE category) 

- Accommodation in Uyuni 

Tourist category Superior category De Luxe category 

Santiago de Agencha Hotel Luna Salada Hotel Luna Salada (rooms with 
view to the Salt Flats) 

 

 

 

 
 

DAY 4 ANDEAN LAGOONS  / RETURN TO LA PAZ 
 

We continue this magical tour by leaving the Salt Flats and entering the magic 

Andean landscapes of the National Park Eduardo Avaroa, the country’s most 

famous protected area, in the far southwestern region of Bolivia. 

After breakfast, we will start our visit to the Andean Lagoons, exploring the Valley 

of Rocks and the incredible galaxy caves. This second day we will spend the 

night along the banks of the lagoon, where we can appreciate the three 

varieties of flamingos just a few meters away. 

We will then make our way back to Uyuni to take the transportation to La Paz. 

 
INCLUDES: 

- Breakfast 

- Guided tour throughout the day 

- Entrance fee to the National Reservation Eduardo Avaroa 
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- Transfer from Hotel to Bus Terminal / Airport 

- Transportation Uyuni - La Paz 
Tourist category Superior category De Luxe category 

 Overnight Bus Flight 

- Accommodation in La Paz 

De Luxe category 

Hotel Ritz 
 

 

 

DAY 5 RETURN 
 

Transfer to La Paz airport for your return back home ..of for the flight to your next 

destination! 

 
INCLUDES: 

- Breakfast (only DE LUXE category) 

- Transfer from La Paz city (or hotel in the DE LUXE category) to airport 
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PRICES PER PERSON IN USD ($) based in double and triple occupancy 

 

 1 2 3 4-5 6-7 8-9 10-11 12-13 14-20 

TOURIST category 887 526 391 319 364 303 335 301 300 

SUPERIOR category 1302 743 580 536 501 489 480 476 471 

DE LUXE category 2767 1723 1433 1319 1232 1193 1168 1153 1142 
 

Passengers choosing the SUPERIOR or DE LUXE category will be accompanied throughout the 

entire journey by a highly skilled English-speaking Tour Leader, who will be with your group at all 

moment to ensure your comfort and enjoyment.  

 
NOT INCLUDED: 
-Airport taxes.  
-Tips.  
-Excess luggage.  
-Meals and extras not specified on the itinerary.  
-Medical or travel insurance. 

 

 

IMPORTANT NOTES 
 
PAYMENT WITH CREDIT CARD: 8% OF CREDIT CARD SURCHARGE WILL BE APPLIED.  

PAYMENT THROUGH BANK DEPOSIT FROM OUTSIDE BOLIVIA: PLEASE ADD $50 TOTAL PER TRANSACTION PLUS YOUR OWN 

BANK FEES. 
 

The itinerary may be subject to changes due to unforeseen events.  

Travelers visiting Bolivia should keep in mind that they may not have access to the same facilities 

and comfort of their home countries. Also, hotels may be changed to others of the same 

category depending on capacity and availability. 

At Altitude Travel we have taken great care in building a fulfilling package that caters to your 

every need, while also leaving you free to roam and explore.  

 
We are responsible for our own services. Without limitation, Altitude Travel is not liable for any direct, indirect, 

consequential or incidental accident, damage, injury, loss, delay or irregularity of any kind which may be 

caused by reason of any act or omission beyond our control; including, but not limited to, any act or failure 

or breach of contract of a third-party such as an airline, ground transportation, and/any other; any loss or 

inconvenience due to delay or changes in Schedule; sickness or lack of appropriate medical care; weather 

conditions; acts of God or government; or any other cause beyond our control.  

All schedule airline flights are occasionally subject to overbooking or cancellation. We are not responsible 

for any additional expense, omission, delay reconfirmation or re-routing that may occur in such 

circumstances.  

If, for any circumstances, the passenger decides to separate or to not participate of an excursion, he/she 

will not be able to ask for a refund for the service not used. 
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The Best of Bolivia  
7 DAYS / 6 NIGHTS 

 

This incredible 7-days tour will take you from the mystical Sun Island of Lake Titikaka to the 
spectacular salt desert of Uyuni, passing through the Andean lanscapes of La Paz. Through this 
journey, we will explore together the wonders of this extraordinarily diverse country lying in the 
heart of South America, whose mysteries and attractions are yet to be discovered by most. 
 

 
 
 

SUMMARY  
 

DAY 1  ARRIVAL TO COPACABANA  
DAY 2  VISIT TO COPACABANA & SUN ISLAND / TRANSPORT LA PAZ - COPACABANA 
DAY 3  LA PAZ WALKING TOUR / TRANSPORT LA PAZ - UYUNI 
DAY 4  VISIT TO THE SALT FLATS OF UYUNI 
DAY 5  ANDEAN LAGOONS AND VALLEY OF ROCKS 
DAY 6  AVAROA NATIONAL RESERVATION / TRANSPORT UYUNI – LA PAZ 
DAY 7  FLIGHT LA PAZ - HOME 
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ITINERARY  
 

DAY 1 ARRIVAL TO COPABANA 
 

Upon your arrival to the Peruvian Bolivian border on the shores of Lake Titikaka, 

you will be picked up at the border and transferred to your accommodation in 

the magical town of Copacabana.  

 
INCLUDES: 

- Transfer in from the border to your accommodation in Copacabana 

- Accommodation in Copacabana 

Tourist category Superior category De Luxe category 

Hotel Perla del Lago Hotel Gloria Hotel Rosario 
 

 

 

DAY 2 VISIT TO COPACABANA & SUN ISLAND / TRANSPORT LA PAZ - COPACABANA 
 

Today you will have the chance to explore the magical town of Copacabana, 

the Bolivian gateaway to Lake Titikaka, famous for its rich cultural heritage and 

traditional festivals.  

We will then take a journey to the mystical Sun Island, in the Lake Titikaka, to 

explore the wonders of this incredible island and learn about the ancient 

civilizations who inhabited it. 

Later in the afternoon, we will make our way back to Copacabana and finally to 

La Paz city, the highest administrative capital of the world. 
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INCLUDES: 

- Breakfast 

- Transportation by boat from/to Copacabana/Sun Island 

- Entrance fee to the Sun Island 

- Transportation Copacabana – La Paz 

- Accommodation in La Paz 
Tourist category Superior category De Luxe category 

Hotel Berlina Hotel Nayra Hotel Ritz 
 

 

 

DAY 3 LA PAZ WALKING TOUR / TRANSPORT LA PAZ - UYUNI 
 

As one of the seven wonder cities of the world, La Paz has so much culture and 

diversity to offer its visitors: today you will take a walking tour providing you with 

the perfect opportunity to observe and experience the lively nature of La Paz 

City; wonder through its unique alleys and lively markets; and learn about its 

unique culture and traditions. Throughout the entire time, you will be 

accompanied by a highly skilled bilingual local tour guide, who will be happy to 

answer any question you might have. 

This is undoubtedly a great way to explore this unique city, providing you with an 

experience you won’t forget! 

After the tour you will have some free time to explore the city on your own, 

before taking the transportation to Uyuni.  

 

 
 
INCLUDES: 

- Breakfast 

- Guided city tour 

- Transfer from Hotel to Bus Terminal / Airport 

- Transportation La Paz - Uyuni 
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Tourist category Superior category De Luxe category 

 Overnight Bus Flight 

- Accommodation in Uyuni 
De Luxe category 

Jardines de Uyuni 
 

 
DAY 4  VISIT TO THE SALT FLATS OF UYUNI 
 

The Salt Flats of Uyuni are by far Bolivia’s main attraction as they represent a 

unique experience, impossible to equal anywhere else in the world. This 

legendary prehistoric lake, called Lago Minchín, went dry between 30,000 to 

42,000 years ago, leaving behind the most dazzling desert-like landscape of 

glistening bright-white salt flats, cacti-studded islands and rock formations.  

Placing you at the frontier of endless natural beauty, the next days’ journey will 

provide you with an unforgettable travel and life experience.  

We will start the tour by visiting the Train Cemetery, continuing towards the 

indigenous community of Colchani, observing the elaboration of iodized salt in 

its rustic form. We then enter to the white deserts in their fullness, visiting the 

typical landscapes of extraction, the Piles of Salt; and the unique “eyes of salt”. 

We will finally enter the famous Incahuasi Island, a volcanic rock prehistoric 

island scattered by giant cacti, before arriving to your salt hotel to spend the 

night. 
 
INCLUDES: 

- Guided tour in the Salt Flats 

- Entrance fee to the Incahuasi Island 

- Box lunch and dinner (breakfast only for the DE LUXE category) 

- Accommodation  

Tourist category Superior category De Luxe category 

Santiago de Agencha Hotel Luna Salada Hotel Luna Salada (rooms with 
view to the Salt Flats) 

 

 
DAY 5 ANDEAN LAGOONS & VALLEY OF ROCKS 

 

We continue this magical tour by leaving the Salt Flats and entering the magic 

Andean landscapes of the National Park Eduardo Avaroa, the country’s most 

famous protected area, in the far southwestern region of Bolivia. 

After breakfast, we will start our visit to the Andean Lagoons, exploring the Valley 

of Rocks and the incredible galaxy caves. This second day we will spend the 

night along the banks of the lagoon, where we can appreciate the three 

varieties of flamingos just a few meters away. 
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INCLUDES: 

- Guided tour in the Salt Flats 

- Entrance fee to the National Reservation Eduardo Avaroa 

- Breakfast, Box lunch and dinner  

- Accommodation  

Tourist category Superior category De Luxe category 

Huallajara Hostel Los Flamencos Eco-Lodge Los Flamencos Eco-Lodge 
 

 

 
 
 

DAY 6 AVAROA NATIONAL RESERVATION / TRANSPORT UYUNI – LA PAZ 
 

This last day starts at 6:30am, in order to enjoy the sunrise in the heart of the 

incredible National Park Eduardo Avaroa. Throughout the day, we will visit the 

Colored and Green lagoons, geysers and hot springs, and the unique Salvador 

Dali Desert.  

We will then return to Uyuni and take our transportation back to La Paz city. 
 

INCLUDES: 

- Breakfast 

- Guided tour throughout the day 

- Transfer from Hotel to Bus Terminal / Airport 

- Transportation Uyuni - La Paz 

Tourist category Superior category De Luxe category 

 Overnight Bus Flight 

- Accommodation in La Paz 

De Luxe category 

Hotel Ritz 
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DAY 7 RETURN 

 

Transfer to La Paz airport for your return back home ..of for the flight to your next 

destination! 

 
INCLUDES: 

- Breakfast (only DE LUXE category) 

- Transfer from La Paz city (or from hotel in the DE LUXE category) to airport 
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PRICES PER PERSON IN USD ($) based in double and triple occupancy 

 

 1 2 3 4-5 6-7 8-9 10-11 12-13 14-20 

TOURIST category 1298 730 537 481 476 477 475 474 474 

SUPERIOR category 2252 1245 964 849 829 746 721 709 700 
DE LUXE category 3663 2236 1833 1643 1568 1457 1415 1391 1374 

 

Passengers choosing the SUPERIOR or DE LUXE category will be accompanied throughout the 

entire journey by a highly skilled English-speaking Tour Leader, who will be with your group at all 

moment to ensure your comfort and enjoyment.  

 
NOT INCLUDED: 
-Airport taxes.  
-Tips.  
-Excess luggage.  
-Meals and extras not specified on the itinerary.  
-Medical or travel insurance. 

 

 

IMPORTANT NOTES 
 
PAYMENT WITH CREDIT CARD: 8% OF CREDIT CARD SURCHARGE WILL BE APPLIED.  

PAYMENT THROUGH BANK DEPOSIT FROM OUTSIDE BOLIVIA: PLEASE ADD $50 TOTAL PER TRANSACTION PLUS YOUR OWN 

BANK FEES. 
 

The itinerary may be subject to changes due to unforeseen events.  

Travelers visiting Bolivia should keep in mind that they may not have access to the same facilities 

and comfort of their home countries. Also, hotels may be changed to others of the same 

category depending on capacity and availability. 

At Altitude Travel we have taken great care in building a fulfilling package that caters to your 

every need, while also leaving you free to roam and explore.  

 
We are responsible for our own services. Without limitation, Altitude Travel is not liable for any direct, indirect, 

consequential or incidental accident, damage, injury, loss, delay or irregularity of any kind which may be 

caused by reason of any act or omission beyond our control; including, but not limited to, any act or failure 

or breach of contract of a third-party such as an airline, ground transportation, and/any other; any loss or 

inconvenience due to delay or changes in Schedule; sickness or lack of appropriate medical care; weather 

conditions; acts of God or government; or any other cause beyond our control.  

All schedule airline flights are occasionally subject to overbooking or cancellation. We are not responsible 

for any additional expense, omission, delay reconfirmation or re-routing that may occur in such 

circumstances.  

If, for any circumstances, the passenger decides to separate or to not participate of an excursion, he/she 

will not be able to ask for a refund for the service not used. 
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Discover Bolivia 
9 DAYS / 8 NIGHTS 

 

This complete 9-days tour will take you on a journey from the mystical Sun Island of Lake 
Titikaka to the spectacular salt desert of Uyuni, passing through the Andean landscapes of La 
Paz, the colonial streets of Sucre, and the mystic mines of Potosi. Discover the wonders and 
mysteries of Bolivia with Altitude Travel! 
 

 
 

SUMMARY  
 

DAY 1  ARRIVAL TO COPACABANA  
DAY 2  VISIT TO COPACABANA & SUN ISLAND / TRANSPORT LA PAZ - COPACABANA 
DAY 3  LA PAZ WALKING TOUR / TRANSPORT LA PAZ – SUCRE 
DAY 4  SUCRE CITY TOUR + FOLKLORE DINNER SHOW 
DAY 5  SUCRE – POTOSI / POTOSI MINES’ TOURS / POTOSI - UYUNI 
DAY 6  VISIT TO THE SALT FLATS OF UYUNI 
DAY 7 ANDEAN LAGOONS & VALLEY OF ROCKS 
DAY 8 AVAROA NATIONAL RESERVATION / TRANSPORT UYUNI – LA PAZ 
DAY 9 RETURN HOME 
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ITINERARY  
 

DAY 1 ARRIVAL TO COPABANA 
 

Upon your arrival to the Peruvian Bolivian border on the shores of Lake Titikaka, 

you will be picked up at the border and transferred to your accommodation in 

the magical town of Copacabana.  

 
INCLUDES: 

- Transfer in from the border to your accommodation in Copacabana 

- Accommodation in Copacabana 

Tourist category Superior category De Luxe category 

Hotel Perla del Lago Hotel Gloria Hotel Rosario 
 

 

 

DAY 2 VISIT TO COPACABANA & SUN ISLAND / TRANSPORT LA PAZ - COPACABANA 
 

Today you will have the chance to explore the magical town of Copacabana, 

the Bolivian gateaway to Lake Titikaka, famous for its rich cultural heritage and 

traditional festivals.  

We will then take a journey to the mystical Sun Island, in the Lake Titikaka, to 

explore the wonders of this incredible islands and learn about the ancient 

civilizations who inhabited it. 

Later in the afternoon, we will make our way back to Copacabana and finally to 

La Paz city, the highest administrative capital of the world. 
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INCLUDES: 

- Breakfast 

- Transportation by boat from/to Copacabana/Sun Island 

- Entrance fee to the Sun Island 

- Transportation Copacabana – La Paz 

- Accommodation in La Paz 
 

Tourist category Superior category De Luxe category 

Hotel Berlina Hotel Nayra Hotel Ritz 
 

 

 

DAY 3   LA PAZ WALKING TOUR / TRANSPORTE LA PAZ - SUCRE 

 

As one of the seven wonder cities of the world, La Paz has so much culture and 

diversity to offer its visitors: today you will take a walking tour providing you with 

the perfect opportunity to observe and experience the lively nature of La Paz 

City; wonder through its unique alleys and lively markets; and learn about its 

unique culture and traditions. Throughout the entire time, you will be 

accompanied by a highly skilled bilingual local tour guide, who will be happy to 

answer any question you might have. 

This is undoubtedly a great way to explore this unique city, providing you with an 

experience you won’t forget! 

After the tour you will have some free time to explore the city on your own, 

before taking the transportation to Sucre.  

 

 
 
INCLUDES: 

- Breakfast 

- Guided city tour 

- Transfer from Hotel to Bus Terminal / Airport 

- Transportation La Paz - Sucre 

Tourist category Superior category De Luxe category 

 Overnight Bus Flight 
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- Accommodation in Sucre 

De Luxe category 

Hotel Parador 
 

 
DAY 5 SUCRE CITY TOUR & FOLKLORE DINNER SHOW 
 

Sucre is unanimously considered Bolivia’s most beautiful city, as well as the 

symbolic heart of the nation. This city resumes the colonial history of Bolivia from 

its most ancient origins: a glorious ensemble of whitewashed buildings, it is a 

spruce place that preserves a wealth of colonial architecture and historical 

memories.  

Today you will have the opportunity to discover the amazing wonders offered by 

this unique colonial city, visiting its most iconic sites: La Recoleta, the museum of 

indigenous textiles, and the Liberty House. Throughout the entire time, you will be 

accompanied by a highly skilled bilingual local tour guide, who will be happy to 

answer any question and share with you his pool of historical knowledge.  

In the evening, you can choose to attend a colorful folklore dinner show, where 

you will be able to taste typical Bolivian food while enjoy traditional music and 

dances. 

 
INCLUYE: 

- Breakfast 

- Guided city tour 

- Entrance to the “show de orígenes” (NOT available Sundays and Mondays) 

- Accommodation in Sucre 

Tourist category Superior category De Luxe category 

Hotel España Hotel Glorieta Hotel Parador 
 

 

 
 
 

DAY 5 TRANSPORT SUCRE – POTOSI / POTOSI MINES’ TOURS / TRANSPORT POTOSI - UYUNI 
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Today we will leave Sucre to visit the mining town of Potosi. 

The city lies at the foot of “Cerro Rico” -a mountain popularly conceived as 

being “made of” silver, having been the major supply of silver for Spain during 

the period of the New World Spanish Empire. By 1650, Potosi had become the 

most populated city in the world.  

This day, you will have a unique opportunity to discover the mysteries and history 

of Potosi’s mines; throughout the tour, you will be able to visit the Mining Market 

and the Mineral Refining Plant, where you can observe the process of 

refinement and separation of minerals; we will later stop at a lookout point, and 

visit a Mine where we will learn about the beliefs and histories related to the 

mining culture, as well as descent three levels to observe the miners’ workplace.  

After the tour, we will take a bus to get to Uyuni, where we will spend the night 

before starting our visit through the Salt Flats. 
 
INCLUDES: 

- Breakfast 

- Transportation by bus Sucre – Potosi 

- Guided transfer from Potosi Bus Terminal 

- Guided Mines’ Tour in Potosi 

- Transportation by bus Potosi - Uyuni 

- Accommodation in Uyuni 

Tourist category Superior category De Luxe category 

Hotel Kutimuy Hotel Kutimuy Jardines de Uyuni 
 

 

 

DAY 6  VISIT TO THE SALT FLATS OF UYUNI 
 

The Salt Flats of Uyuni are by far Bolivia’s main attraction as they represent a 

unique experience, impossible to equal anywhere else in the world. This 

legendary prehistoric lake, called Lago Minchín, went dry between 30,000 to 

42,000 years ago, leaving behind the most dazzling desert-like landscape of 

glistening bright-white salt flats, cacti-studded islands and rock formations.  

Placing you at the frontier of endless natural beauty, the next days’ journey will 

provide you with an unforgettable travel and life experience.  

We will start the tour by visiting the Train Cemetery, continuing towards the 

indigenous community of Colchani, observing the elaboration of iodized salt in 

its rustic form. We then enter to the white deserts in their fullness, visiting the 

typical landscapes of extraction, the Piles of Salt; and the unique “eyes of salt”. 

We will finally enter the famous Incahuasi Island, a volcanic rock prehistoric 

island scattered by giant cacti, before arriving to your salt hotel to spend the 

night. 
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INCLUDES: 

- Guided tour in the Salt Flats 

- Entrance fee to the Incahuasi Island 

- Box lunch and dinner (breakfast only for the DE LUXE category) 

- Accommodation  

Tourist category Superior category De Luxe category 

Santiago de Agencha Hotel Luna Salada Hotel Luna Salada (rooms with 
view to the Salt Flats) 

 

 

 

DAY 7 ANDEAN LAGOONS & VALLEY OF ROCKS 
 

We continue this magical tour by leaving the Salt Flats and entering the magic 

Andean landscapes of the National Park Eduardo Avaroa, the country’s most 

famous protected area, in the far southwestern region of Bolivia. 

After breakfast, we will start our visit to the Andean Lagoons, exploring the Valley 

of Rocks and the incredible galaxy caves. This second day we will spend the 

night along the banks of the lagoon, where we can appreciate the three 

varieties of flamingos just a few meters away. 

 
INCLUDES: 

- Guided tour in the Salt Flats 

- Entrance fee to the National Reservation Eduardo Avaroa 

- Breakfast, box lunch and dinner  

- Accommodation  

Tourist category Superior category De Luxe category 

Huallajara Hostel Los Flamencos Eco-Lodge Los Flamencos Eco-Lodge 
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DAY 8 AVAROA NATIONAL RESERVATION / TRANSPORT UYUNI – LA PAZ 
 

This last day starts at 6:30am, in order to enjoy the sunrise in the heart of the 

incredible National Park Eduardo Avaroa. Throughout the day, we will visit the 

Colored and Green lagoons, geysers and hot springs, and the unique Salvador 

Dali Desert.  

We will then return to Uyuni and take our transportation back to La Paz city. 

 
INCLUDES: 

- Breakfast 

- Guided tour throughout the day 

- Transfer from Hotel to Bus Terminal / Airport 

- Transportation Uyuni - La Paz 

Tourist category Superior category De Luxe category 

 Overnight Bus Flight 

- Accommodation in La Paz 

De Luxe category 

Hotel Ritz 
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DAY 9 RETURN HOME 
 

Transfer to La Paz airport for your return back home ..or for the flight to your next 

destination! 

 
INCLUDES: 

- Breakfast (only DE LUXE category) 

- Transfer from La Paz city (or from hotel in the DE LUXE category) to airport 
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PRICES PER PERSON IN USD ($) based in double and triple occupancy 

 

 1 2 3 4-5 6-7 8-9 10-11 12-13 14-20 

TOURIST category 1533 936 739 633 627 627 625 624 622 

SUPERIOR category 2686 1546 1226 1095 1060 969 938 924 911 
DE LUXE category 3817 2332 1912 1717 1644 1538 1499 1475 1457 

 

Passengers choosing the SUPERIOR or DE LUXE category will be accompanied throughout the 

entire journey by a highly skilled English-speaking Tour Leader, who will be with your group at all 

moment to ensure your comfort and enjoyment.  

 
NOT INCLUDED: 
-Airport taxes.  
-Tips.  
-Excess luggage.  
-Meals and extras not specified on the itinerary.  
-Medical or travel insurance. 

 

 

IMPORTANT NOTES 
 
PAYMENT WITH CREDIT CARD: 8% OF CREDIT CARD SURCHARGE WILL BE APPLIED.  

PAYMENT THROUGH BANK DEPOSIT FROM OUTSIDE BOLIVIA: PLEASE ADD $50 TOTAL PER TRANSACTION PLUS YOUR OWN 

BANK FEES. 
 

The itinerary may be subject to changes due to unforeseen events.  

Travelers visiting Bolivia should keep in mind that they may not have access to the same facilities 

and comfort of their home countries. Also, hotels may be changed to others of the same 

category depending on capacity and availability. 

At Altitude Travel we have taken great care in building a fulfilling package that caters to your 

every need, while also leaving you free to roam and explore.  

 
We are responsible for our own services. Without limitation, Altitude Travel is not liable for any direct, indirect, 

consequential or incidental accident, damage, injury, loss, delay or irregularity of any kind which may be 

caused by reason of any act or omission beyond our control; including, but not limited to, any act or failure 

or breach of contract of a third-party such as an airline, ground transportation, and/any other; any loss or 

inconvenience due to delay or changes in Schedule; sickness or lack of appropriate medical care; weather 

conditions; acts of God or government; or any other cause beyond our control.  

All schedule airline flights are occasionally subject to overbooking or cancellation. We are not responsible 

for any additional expense, omission, delay reconfirmation or re-routing that may occur in such 

circumstances.  

If, for any circumstances, the passenger decides to separate or to not participate of an excursion, he/she 

will not be able to ask for a refund for the service not used. 

 
 


